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A global food manufacturer wanted to build out their
healthy snacks portfolio. They used Quid to analyze
1,547 healthy food companies for possible acquisition
targets.
Once a target had been selected, they then conducted a
due diligence assessment by looking at 1,275 Amazon
product reviews for product, customer, and operational
insights.

COMPANIES

Local food emerged as a central theme for companies focused on producing
healthier snacks. Companies producing healthier desserts and chips most closely
aligned with the company’s current line of products.
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Among producers of healthy desserts and chips, investment has heavily skewed
toward healthier dessert companies and peaked in 2016 with a $50.3 million
investment in Project Healthy Living.
The company sells plant based protein powder that can be used in baking and other products.
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Farmhouse Culture, which
produces gut healthy products
like Kraut Krisps, helped push
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Other large global food manufacturers such as the Hershey Company and Campbell
Soup Company are primarily acquiring chips companies.

The Hershey Company
Campbell Soup Company

Hersey acquired Amplify
Snack Brands in December
2017, maker of Skinny Pop
chips, for $1.6 billion.

BFY Holdings, LLC

General Mills

A Campbell Soup Company
subsidiary acquired
Metcalfe’s Skinny, Ltd. In
2016. The company sells
healthy popcorn crisps and
rice cakes.
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Alphabet Holding Company
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Aspire Food Group
Calbee, Inc.
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Bar chart with 16 companies. Colored by clusters. Labeled by acquirers.

Looking at early stage companies in the healthy desserts market, three had at least $2
million in investments. These niche companies reflect current food trends like nut
flours, paleo diets, and caffeine-infused foods.
The company identified Simple Mills as a possible acquisition target.
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AMAZON CUSTOMER REVIEWS

From Amazon customer reviews, Quid surfaced risks and opportunities within Simple
Mills’ customer base, subscription model, and product lines.
Customer Insights
Customer segments, loyalty, and behavior
”Easy to make! I baked these in a hamburger bun pan and they were
perfect for slicing for sandwiches.”
“Something in them really sets off my IBS, not sure if it’s the cassava,
but wanted to warn anyone who has IBS.”

Operational Insights
Product delivery option and subscription service
“Sometimes Costco is cheaper but this subscribe and save has beaten
them this time.”
“Got the wrong order 2 times. When I finally got the right chips, they
were tasty.”

Product Insights
Product taste, packaging, and pricing
“Taste and quality of this mix is superior to all that I’ve tried before. A
bit expensive but worth every penny.”
”One box arrived smashed, even though it was packed in a larger
box!! Attention to care would be appreciated.”
Network with 1,275 Amazon consumer reviews for Simple Mills products. Colored by categories. Labeled by categories.

Broadly, consumers love the taste of Simple Mills products; however, some
complain about excessive saltiness or spiciness.
Quid looked at reviews for Almond Flour Crackers, Crunchy Chocolate Cookies (multiple flavors), Artisan
bread mix, Muffin mix (multiple flavors), and Vanilla Frosting.
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Network with 1,275 Amazon consumer reviews for Simple Mills products. Colored by tags. Labeled by tags.

While reviews for Simple Mills products are up nearly three times the number of reviews
in 2014, negative reviews quadrupled during the same time period .
Issues with packaging and pricing generated the highest percentage of negative reviews, while the company was
lauded for its gluten-free products.

Average Star Rating over Time

In 2016, Simple Mills
launched a popular
gluten-free almond
flour cracker line.
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Customers complained
that they didn’t receive
enough crackers to
justify the high price
point.
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When discussing specific products, consumers most frequently mentioned Simple
Mills’ almond flour crackers and reviews were highly positive.
Approximately 65-75% of all almond cracker reviews are linked to a 5 star rating. Negative reviews were entirely
driven by packaging issues.
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Sample Positive Review:
”These are some of the
best flavored and textured
gluten free crackers I have
ever eaten.”
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”Great crackers. Daughter is
gluten free and she loves
them. They were much better
than competitors, and good
with cheese.”
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Sample Negative Review:
“Usually Simple Mills is amazing,
these were so strange tasting.
Way too smoky and a strange
after taste.”
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Network with 418 reviews on almond flour crackers highlighted. The product was launched in March 2016

Some consumer concerns do not correlate with low product ratings. For example,
reviewers that described crackers as “high carb” still gave the product five stars for
taste and quality.
However, issues with damaged crackers or incorrect orders often resulted in lower ratings.
Network, colored by sentiment

Network, colored by product rating

Low sentiment, high star rating
Customers that were concerned
about the carb content of the
crackers still rated the project
highly for taste and quality.
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Customers that were unhappy
with broken crackers or orders
containing the wrong items
also gave low star ratings.
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Network with 1,275 Amazon consumer reviews for Simple Mills products. Colored by tags. Labeled by tags.

APPENDIX

The density of a cluster indicates
how similar or diverse the nodes
are within it

HOW TO READ
A NETWORK
Similar nodes cluster together,
and clusters are grouped by
color. Connections represent
similar language across nodes.

Each node represents a document

Greater distance between clusters
indicates a lower number of
interrelated documents

Centrally located nodes are core
concepts in the network and
share language with many other
nodes

A bridging node between two clusters indicates the
document is at an intersection between two
concepts.

TEXT
ANALYTICS
BACKGROUND

Quid reads any text to
identify key words,
phrases, people,
companies and
institutions.

Then Quid compares
words from each
document to create links
between them based on
similar language.

Quid repeats the process
at immense scale,
producing a network that
shows how similar all the
documents are to one
another.

